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The Secrets
Of Inspirational Leadership
In a survey of more than
one and a half thousand
managers, people were
asked what they would
most like to see in their leaders. The most
popular answer, mentioned by 55% of
people, was ‘inspiration’.

hen asked if they would describe their
current leader as ‘inspiring’, only 11%
said ‘yes’. The two attributes that people
actually mentioned most often, when describing
their leaders, were ‘knowledgeable’ and ‘ambitious’.
As well as this thirst for inspiring leadership, there’s
also evidence to support the idea that companies
with inspiring leaders perform better.
The Sunday Times publishes an annual survey of

W
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the ‘Best Companies to Work For’, which is compiled
from the opinions of the companies’ own
employees. One interesting fact is that those ‘Best
Companies’, that are publicly quoted consistently,
outperform the FTSE AllShare Index. Fiveyear
compound returns show a 5.7% negative return for
FTSE AllShare companies against a 13.6% gain for
the ‘Best Companies’. Over three years, the returns
were 11.3% and 6.7% respectively while, in the last
twelve months, they were 23.1% and 44%.
The ‘Best Companies to Work For’ have also
performed impressively on staff turnover, sickness
rates, absenteeism, and the ability to recruit good
quality people.
The stereotype of the inspirational leader as
someone extrovert and charismatic is the exception,
rather than the rule. Looking at best practice across
business, though some inspirational leaders certainly
do fit this mold, a large number do not. Many are
quiet, almost introverted. The following are some of

Editorial

the most commonly observed characteristics of
inspiring leaders:

Risk Takers

They are very good at ensuring that the business
only does those things where it has the resources to
do a good job and where it can add real value.

They have a marked tendency to ‘bend the rules’,
take calculated risks and, on occasions, be guided by
their gutfeelings. They also tolerate this in other
people, recognizing that a certain amount of
flexibility is essential to adapt to circumstances and
make real strides forward.

Lateral Thinkers

Accessible

They are particularly adept at drawing on
experiences, outside their own sectors, and taking a
much broader view than the norm. They look at
things very laterally and encourage their people to
do the same.

They make time to get out and speak to people. This
informal and personal contact is a very powerful
motivator. Equally, when they are at their own desk,
they aren’t cosseted behind a wall of PAs.

Strong Strategic Focus

Value Attitude
Vision and Communication
An inspirational leader has a very strong, customer
focused vision of where the business should be
going. Importantly, they are also able to
communicate their vision so that their people feel
they own it and know where they fit into it. The best
leaders are great communicators who prefer plain
speaking to jargon.

Principled
They are deeply committed, courageous, demanding
of themselves and their people and confident  albeit
often in a quiet and understated way. What singles
them out is an exceptionally strong set of values
built on honesty, openness and true respect for their
people.
What makes an inspiring leader?

Reflective
What distinguishes them is genuine humility and not
being afraid to show vulnerability on occasions. This
comes from regular periods of reflection and an
unquenchable thirst for learning.

They value skills and training very highly, but they
also focus heavily on attitude, believing that, without
the right attitude and motivation, nothing will be
achieved.
Earlier, we looked at the qualities of inspiring
leaders. The question is, why do these traits produce
results?
Pay is only one component of job satisfaction.
Other factors, like respect and prestige, can be
tremendously important in making staff feel good
about their jobs. The reason that inspiring leadership
produces results is that it contributes directly to
fulfilling many of people’s emotional needs.
In summary, I would say that the best leaders
promote a culture where their people value
themselves, each other, the company and the
customers. Everyone understands how his or her
work makes a difference. This helps to build a
commitment to higher standards where everybody
n
is always looking to do things better.

To read more of Jonathan's articles, posts,
white papers and thoughts visit his
personal site  here
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Your Buyer Has All the Power.
Here’s Why That’s Okay.
Let’s face it: Our quest for power is an innate part of being human. Most
believe increased power leads to increased rewards and that being in a high
power position leads to more successful outcomes. It’s no wonder then,
that power has always played a significant role in sales negotiations—
particularly in long, complex B2B sales conversations where both the buyer
and seller have a significant investment in the outcome.
onetheless, there has been a seismic shift in
this dynamic, and it has upended old
perceptions of power. Yes, power still plays a
significant role in the outcome of your negotiations—
but not necessarily in the way you might think.
MerriamWebster defines power as “the ability to

N
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act or produce an effect” and the “possession of
control, authority, or influence over the other.”
Defined by these terms, it’s clear why high power is
the coveted position in your negotiations. The
question is, who has the power in complex B2B sales
conversations, the buyer or the seller? This question

Cheryl Geoffrion

has been surveyed for years across industries.
Consistently, and no surprise, the majority of
salespeople say the buyer has the most power. At the
same time, when professional buyers were surveyed,
more often than not they responded that the seller
had the power. The reason? When you did your job
well, you cultivated champions within their company.
They would feel like they were negotiating across the
table from not only you, but with your internal
advocates as well. They felt the pressure to choose
you, albeit at the best price possible, yet it must be
you.
But that’s all changed. According to E.S. Research,
over the last five years, polls now indicate you and
your customers are in complete agreement: the buyer
has the most power. Customers come to you with a
list of demands and expect you to simply fill the
order. They are absolutely certain they can get their
needs met elsewhere. Their other options are equally

as good and less expensive, so why should they do
business with you? From their high power position,
they pit you and your competitors against each other
in a final war over price.
Although a familiar scenario, you are not forever
destined to fight battles with your competitors, and
give away concessions just for the right to stay in the
conversation. Yet, to break this cycle, you must first
be willing to go against your nature. When the other
party (your customer) has more power than you, your
natural response is to try to level the playing field.
Traditional teachings are all about finding YOUR
power or taking the strong and confident stand to
retake power. This assumption is intuitive, it’s
instinctual, and it’s wrong.
Current studies challenge our assumptions on the
role power plays in negotiations, and show you can
actually turn your low power role into an edge.
“Dominance Complementarity” is a fancy name for
the study of power. It specifically demonstrates that
when you try to match the “power level” of the
person on the other side of the negotiations table,
you get worse outcomes, not better. When two high
power parties come together, less value is created in
the negotiation, therefore there is less value to claim.
This will conclude with either no deal or a worse deal
for both parties.
This study also shows that when you maintain the
high power / low power dynamic that already exists,
and you don’t try to exert more or equal dominance
as a seller, outcomes are better for both the buyer
and seller. In other words, you and your buyer both
agree you are in the low power position. From that
vantage point, you can embrace this position and
make it work in your favor!
In Malcolm Gladwell’s book David and Goliath, he
challenges our beliefs and explores a different
perspective of advantages and disadvantages. He
uses the classic underdog story of David and Goliath
to show the advantages to being in the low power
position, explaining how what looks to be a
disadvantage may be an advantage after all. He
delves into the rules of engagement that shape the
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outcome of these underdog “battles.”
benefits of an unexpected approach, it doesn’t seem
As the story goes, the giant Goliath was expecting
to make any sense to enter negotiations by playing
to fight a warrior just like himself… someone who
the game the way you are expected to play. It means
would step forward dressed in armor and do battle in
that by using unexpected, counterintuitive strategies,
handtohand combat. It never occurred to him, or
you can optimize your negotiations using your low
anyone else there, that the battle
power advantage.
would be fought on anything other
Buyers have numerous sources of
than those conventional terms. But
power
at their disposal, and one of the
As the story
the little shepherd boy David had no
greatest is the quality of their
goes, the giant
intention of going with the norm.
alternatives. Research shows that the
Instead he chooses to use completely
better the buyers’ alternatives—
Goliath was
different tactics, substituting speed
whether your competition or their
expecting to fight current way of doing business—the
and surprise for brute strength, and
wins the battle with a sling and a
a warrior just like more value they can claim in the
stone.
negotiation.
Their
alternatives
We’ve seen this scenario play itself himself… someone represent their “safety net,” and the
out time and again over the years
safer they feel about their options, the
who would step
where battles are won and lost
less likely they will be to change. The
between opposing forces of differing forward dressed in quality of their alternatives creates
strengths. Gladwell highlights a study
certainty; the more certain they are,
armor and do
done by political scientist Ivan
the more powerful they feel.
battle in hand-toArreguínToft, who reviewed every
By uncovering your buyer’s
war fought in the past 200 years in
alternatives, you also uncover the
hand combat. It
which one side was at least 10 times
strategy they will use to leverage their
as powerful, in terms of armed might
never occurred to high power position and establish the
and population, as its opponent. The
range of reason for the negotiation.
him,
or
anyone
Goliaths, he found, won 71.5 percent
The more certain they are about the
of the time. Even more interesting, he else there, that the quality of their alternatives, the more
went back and reanalyzed his data
narrow their range of reason. They will
battle
would
be
looking for what happened when the
expect you to fight the battle on their
underdogs
acknowledged
their fought on anything terms, selling the same specified
weakness
and
chose
an
solutions to the same limited set of
other
than
those
unconventional strategy. In those
identified criteria, as everyone else.
cases,
the
“Davids’”
winning
This is a trap. This is how your
conventional
percentage went from 28.5 to 63.6
customers force you into the
terms
percent. In other words, when
commodity conversation, and this is
underdogs choose not to play by
exactly where certainty lives. If you
Goliath’s rules, they win “even when everything we
look like everyone else, the decisionmaking process
think we know about power says they shouldn’t.”
becomes easy for the buyer.
Your customers have become the Goliath in the
Surprisingly, the person in the low power position
room and you are firmly planted in the low power
has the greatest ability to expand their buyer’s range
position. What does this mean for your sales
of reason, and create more value in a negotiation.
negotiations? Given the findings regarding the
But instead of entering into the sales conversation

“

”
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Cheryl Geoffrion

following the buyer’s rules of engagement, it’s
imperative that salespeople execute an unexpected
strategy using counterintuitive skills. To do this, you
must not challenge their power—you must challenge
their certainty!
One of the best ways to challenge their certainty is
by introducing new needs your customers aren’t
thinking about—“unconsidered needs” that lead
directly to your unique, differentiated solutions. Keep
in mind that an unconsidered need will never enter
the conversation unless you bring it up. Your job is to
"explore new territory" with your customer, new
areas of value that you can introduce into the sales
conversation. When you focus your negotiation on
your customer’s unconsidered needs in a way that
leads toward your unknown or underappreciated
capabilities, your customer can no longer do a
straightup comparison of your solutions to those of
your commoditized competitors.
Fresh research conducted by Corporate Visions,
in conjunction with Dr. Zakary Tormala, a professor
at the Stanford Graduate School of Business, reveals
just what kind of impact this kind of conversation
can have. The study found that introducing your
prospects to unconsidered needs heightened the
buyer’s perception of quality (by more than 11
percent) and uniqueness (by more than 41 percent),
compared to more traditional selling approaches.
The unconsidered needsbased approach also
produced a positive impact in terms of attitude and
choice. On the other hand, positioning your
offerings relative to the known or stated needs
created no differentiation at all.
You’ve challenged their certainty by introducing
an unconsidered need. Now that they’re aware of a
vulnerability they didn’t previously know about, you
want to make sure they can imagine what their world
is like after they address this challenge or missed
opportunity. You need your buyer to take ownership
of this unconsidered need. You want to provoke
them into thinking about it from their own point of
view. Ask yourself: How do you drive this insight into
the conversation in a way that makes it real and

relevant for them in their world?
In a separate study with Dr. Tormala, we looked to
see if there is a difference in messaging effectiveness
and persuasion based on whether you asked
diagnostic questions before or after an insight is
delivered. Effectiveness was defined as how
influential, compelling, and sharable the message
about the unconsidered need was and, most
critically, how likely the receiver was to buy a new
product or service. The results showed a statistically
significant difference in favor of the counterintuitive
approach of asking diagnostic questions after
presenting the insight, instead of before. In fact,
asking questions before an insight had no statistically
significant boost to the impact of the message.
Further, the study found that asking diagnostic
questions before presenting an insight can actually
reduce receptivity and inhibit behavior change.
Let’s net it out. In early conversations with
customers, you tend to “camp out” in places where
you are more comfortable, where there is a
confluence of their stated wants and your solutions.
This is where you look exactly the same as your
competition. To win business today, you must
position yourself as their BEST alternative by
focusing on your customers’ unconsidered needs—
the challenges you are uniquely qualified to solve—
and drive them into the conversation very early on.
You must follow with questions—after delivering
insights—that provoke your customer to recognize
how this issue impacts their world.
In today’s environment, where you are going up
against Goliath, there is no advantage to challenging
your customer’s power. To optimize your
negotiations, you must use your low power
advantage the way David did. Applying these
unexpected counterintuitive skills to challenge their
certainty ensures you will capture maximum value in
n
your negotiations.

Cheryl Geoffrion is VP Consulting Services at
Corporate Visions. Find out more here
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Why Bad Messaging
Disables Sales And Ruins The Brand
What’s the impact of a
prospecting email that has
nothing to do with you, the
recipient? It’s precisely
zero. Even worse, bad
messaging hurts the brand that sends it.
Why is this still happening, over and over
again? It’s the era of social selling, isn’t it?
Why are the easiest tools and approaches
still not applied, not to mention common
sense?
t’s astonishing to see how many salespeople,
often driven by their managers, waste their time
sending out countless prospecting emails that are
completely useless. Just like this one, which I
received a few weeks ago. I changed everything that
could identify the sender; I have no interest in
blaming somebody. My focus is to evolve the sales
profession, and to learn from examples. Here you go:

I

Hello!
I'm writing to follow up with you about XYZ. We help
over XX,000 salespeople every single day with our
platform.
We work online, offline, on any device, with any OS,
and integrate with any CRM in the world. We're the

10
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most flexible tool you'll ever use! Check out our Brochure
to see why we're the best on the market.
Let me know if there is any interest in XYZ, or
enhancing existing sales tools. I'd love to set up a quick
call this upcoming week.
All the best,
XYZ
How would you react to this message? How would
you feel? Inclined to respond? Probably not, because
the message has nothing to do with you.
Prospecting goes still wrong in so many cases,
even though we have all the technology and all the
concepts that can help us to avoid the biggest
mistakes. Just trying harder with old approaches that
were already questionable a decade ago is not a
winning strategy, nor is it a best practice. Why should
we ever increase a bad practice, such as sending
countless, but useless, prospecting emails, hoping to
achieve a different result? As Albert Einstein is
supposed to have said, repeating the same mistake
and expecting a different result is the definition of
insanity.
Lead generation becomes more and more a sales
priority. According to our CSO Insights 2015 Sales
Management Optimization Study, improving lead
generation effectiveness is the most important sales
management priority (47.9%), followed by the ability
to improve and show strategic value (34.7%). Yes,
sales leaders focus more and more on the volume

Tamara Schenk

and quality of leads entering their funnel. They also
know that marketing cannot create all the leads that
are necessary to achieve ambitious growth goals.
Sales has to generate 45.9% of the leads on their
own, and marketing generates 25.2%, according to
our CSO Insights 2015 Sales Performance
Management Study, followed by referrals (20.4%), and
customer service (8.5%).
Lead generation quality can only be achieved if
there is an approach in place that is focused on the
potential buyer’s role and challenges, leveraging all
information that’s available to make sure to create
the highest possible impact with a tailored message.
Let’s see how to get there:
l Use a personal salutation: “Hello” is nice, but

omitting the recipient’s name is a missed opportunity
to make it personal.
l Do your research: The salesperson didn’t do

enough research. I might be in their CRM, or in a
bought buyer database, but this data has not been
verified for years. My previous role as VP of global
sales force enablement and transformation ended in
2013. My current role as an analyst should be of
interest for this organization, but not as a potential
buyer.
All that is available right at a salesperson’s
fingertips. The tools are called LinkedIn, Twitter,
Google, etc. It’s not difficult to find me online, and
the minute it may take, just to verify my current role
and my employer is not a “nice to have” option, it’s
essential. Not leveraging these tools shows that you
don’t care.
l Tailor your message to the prospect: Whatever
message you want to get across, can only be
successful if it happens in the context of the person’s
role and challenges. What’s wrong with the message
above? It’s only about the vendor, how awesome
they are. There is not even the attempt to connect
the value they promise to my role and what it could
mean for me, my challenges and my goals. The

impact this vendorcentric message makes to me is
precisely zero.
Prospecting is a team sport, and salespeople need
support to get better every day: from enablement
and their sales managers.
l A note to the sales managers – less is more: I

know you are often measured by the craziest metrics
(as our data says), but please stand up and help to
end this insanity. Prospecting cannot be successful if
we measure primarily the quantity of activities, as the
number of emails or calls. The collateral damage of
this behavior, which impacts the brand as well, is way
too big, and often not considered. And the value you
get in return is too small. So, it’s not efficient; I’m not
even talking about effectiveness. Collaborate with
marketing and enablement to provide your teams
with buyercentric value messages, ideally specific to
role and industry. And coach them along the way.
Less is more.
l A note to sales enablement leaders – provide
valuebased messaging templates: In case this
wasn’t on your agenda so far, now it is. Value
messaging for prospecting purposes has to be
provided to sales teams. The value messaging here
has to be consistent to the value messaging that’s
used throughout the entire customer’s journey.
Ideally, sales enablement is the function to
orchestrate this endeavor, together with marketing.
Collaborate also with the frontline sales managers to
ensure that their coaching is consistent and that they
measure more quality than quantity, more outcome
than output, more effectiveness than efficiency.

These are basic steps to improve lead generation
effectiveness, focused on one example: emails to
n
prospects.

Tamara Schenk is a Research Director with
CSO Insights, A Division of MHI Global.
Find out more here
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How Sales Can Help Procurement Succeed
I recently had the good
fortune to interview Manuel
Herrero, the VP Supply
Chain Management and
Procurement of
Bischofszell Food Ltd. The interview was a
rare chance to find out how one of the
most forward thinking managers
responsible for procurement thinks about
salespeople.
ust to give you a little background, Bischofszell
Food Ltd. is one of the 19 manufacturing
companies belonging to Migros – the number
one Swiss retailer. The company is particularly well
known for its iced tea, rösti, jams and convenience
products. Migros is their biggest customer but they
also supply other retailers  mostly as private labels 
within Switzerland and abroad.

J

Manuel, what are the most important changes in the
role of procurement?
Procurement today has to play the role of a value
creator  it needs to shift from being a sourcing office
to a strategic role. We have to innovate continuously

12
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and expect our suppliers to help. Let me give you an
example of a manufacturer who supplies cans to us.
They came up with a way of making cans more cost
effectively using two parts instead of three and could
pass savings on to us. But this means change not just
within Bischofszell but for our customers too. They
supported us in meetings with our technology people
but also with our customers to explain just how this
change would deliver benefits to them.
Procurement has to take an endtoend view of
these business innovation projects. There are more
and more people involved internally these days so
procurement people need to have good
communication and selling skills. That’s why I actually
prefer if people on my team have experience in sales.
Which skills and competencies do you expect from
vendor representatives when evaluating the
capabilities of potential suppliers?
I need them to understand the changing role of
procurement and help us to succeed in that role. That
means they must understand our competitive
positioning and what could make us stronger.
Here is a good example. On 15 January 2015 the
Swiss National Bank unpegged the Swiss Franc from
the Euro and the value of the Swiss Franc soared.
One supplier was proactive and called us on January
16 with a plan to gain a competitive advantage from

Phil Kreindler

the change in exchange rates. Other suppliers were
not proactive and lost our trust as a consequence.
What are the 5 most important areas for vendor
salespeople to improve?
I can think of more than five! Firstly I need them to
understand our business. I expect them to come
thoroughly prepared for a meeting, then to lead the
meeting and be precise in what they say. And I want
them to do more than just try to sell the product. As
the relationship progresses I want them to try and
forge more productive relationships and improve
their level of performance year by year.
How well do salespeople ensure that what is
promised is delivered?
There are enormous differences. As far as I am
concerned selling starts after you have sold because
that’s what leads to the next contract. I would say
70% of salespeople leave it up to their organisation’s
operational teams and the salespeople only show up
again when the next contract is coming up. Only 30%
hold our hand throughout the delivery phase. It
seems that the bigger the company the more they
have their teams that deal with delivery. The smaller
the company the closer they stay to us even if there
isn’t a contract coming up in the short term.
What tips do you have for an existing supplier to
keep your business?
Deliver what they promise and don’t make mistakes.
Make sure they have a really thorough understanding
of our business and manage our buying centre. Then
continuously improve service levels. Let our
company feel that we are very important for them. I
want them to be innovative and become an
important link in the supply chain.
What are the reasons for selecting a new vendor
despite a longterm relationship with an existing
supplier?
We don’t want to look for new suppliers if we don’t
have to, but when an existing supplier loses their

capability to make us stronger and the relationship
seems just like they are supplying a commodity, that’s
when we start looking for alternatives. They have
opened the door to alternative suppliers.
We have to look at alternative suppliers
continuously in case a relationship starts to slide but
we don’t want to change unless we have to. When
we do the final decision is based on value creation,
the ability to help solve problems, reduce complexity
and become more innovative.
When faced with the need to acquire a product or
service, how do you identify and select the vendors
you will approach?
I have to emphasise that if an existing supplier is good
we don’t change. But as I said we have to maintain a
list of alternatives so I encourage new vendors get on
that list. When it comes to changing, we go to
exhibitions and talk to colleagues in other
manufacturing companies. Our desk and field
research are underpinned by our 360° evaluation
process.
How well do vendors use their sales approach to
differentiate themselves from their competitors?
The vendors who realise they have to stand out
through the way they sell are the ones who become
more successful and grow their market share. Maybe
only 30% actually do it well.
An example I can think of is a supplier of packaging
who came to a meeting with the intention of
explaining how we could increase sales of fruit based
drinks. He brought our competitors product with him
and showed us why their product was better. He
went on to explain how his company’s innovative
packing system for fruitbased drinks would help us
increase market share. That impressed me.
Thank you for sharing these insights with us
n
Manuel.

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here
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What Is Time Sensitive about Your Next Sale?
You know face of selling
has radically changed. The
profile of the salesperson
has shifted to consulting
and educating. Customers
expect expertise. Unless you are proactive
with insights and ideas you have less time
to consult and educate because your
customers are zooming along in their
buying process without you.
16
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rotracted sales cycles are attributed to risk
aversion, decision by consensus, financial
pressures on customers, poor quality of leads,
and absence of qualifying—all valid points. But
where do closing skills come into play? Closing is time
sensitive.
I have never been a proponent of “closing
techniques” from the assumptive to the alternative
close to the now or never close and so on. I will
always remember early in my career the client who
asked me if I would teach his people the “Raccoon
Close”. Not only hadn’t I taught it, I didn’t know what

P

Linda Richardson

it was. That question led to our talking about the
multiple phases of closing and how it is not a bag of
tricks or the big bang at the end of the sale. With all
the focus on the new selling today, building industry,
client, and customer knowledge, generating demand,
bringing insights, focusing on outcomes, there
seems to be less focus on the block and tackling of
closing. Maybe it is because closing has been
belabored for so long. Not so fast.
A few months ago a long time colleague and
friend shared with me that she was moving from her
role as V.P. of Client Services to sales. Seven months
later she questioned that decision. “I’m just not
meant for sales.” she confided. Knowing her I was
skeptical.
As she explained her disappointment it was clear
she was remarkably successful at reaching prospects
who took her followup calls and spent time with
her, she knew her industries and product offerings
cold, and I know first hand she is natural at building
warm relationships. But none of that was helping her
close. Delay after delay was the course of every
opportunity. We analyzed the average length of the
sales cycle, the quality of the leads, how she was
qualifying, her proactive reaching out to prospects.
We could identify only a small gap in qualifying
which we worked on.
Then Eureka! She asked for an introduction to
one of my contacts. The referral went well and the
contact immediately sent her an email requesting
she call him the next day. Copying me on her reply
almost knocked me off my chair. Her response was
enthusiastic and warm but rather than setting a time
and sending an invite she padded in an unnecessary
extra step that extended the sales cycle and risked
losing this busy executive’s attention. She made
extra work for the client and could have set herself
on a path of delays.
This drew my attention to the role of “old
fashion” closing skills play in inaccurate forecasting,
missed quarters, and personal frustrations. What do
we mean by “a closer”? Certainly not the disturbing
image created by Alec Baldwin in Glengarry, Glen

Ross. Closing is a mindset to do everything possible
to ensure every contact ends with the best possible
customer action to meet the customer’s goals and
move the opportunity forward. And it is your job to
plan for and make it happen.
Certainly having a sales process in which moving
to the next stage in the process is triggered by the
customer’s actions ties deals to the customer’s
buying process and moves the sales to the close. But
there are numerous micro opportunities within in
each stage that demand a gogetter mind set, radar
to pick up on the opportunities, and solid closing
skills.
In the past closing meant the activities that
salespeople took to gain agreement to move
forward with the sale. Today it is more collaborative
and is the actions you and your customers take
together. But it is still your job to lead the trip and to
do so in the most economical way that achieves the
objective. It is asking yourself what is the realistic
action I will ask my customer (as well as you) to take
at every small and big juncture.
The new profile of the salesperson is shifting to
that of a teacher, consultant, and advisor. This may
seem more passive but it actually demands more
active closing process because education is not
traditionally associated with the assertiveness of
selling.
This shift has raised the game and for many
professionals it is a stretch. It is in my view not just
the new face but the best face of selling. It is great
when customers say, “How do we get started?” but
when they don’t it was and is the role of sales to
move the customer to the close and close.
Shakespeare offered some good advice on this:
“There comes a tide in the affairs of men, which
taken at the flood leads on to fortune…And we
must take the current when it serves or lose our
n
venture.”

Linda Richardson is the author of Changing
the Sales Conversation. Find out more here.
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A Millennial’s Sharing Economy
Older generations are constantly trying to understand the “millennial.” What
makes us tick? How do we operate in the workforce? Why are we always on
our cellphones? How can we possibly have 1,000 friends on Facebook?!
he answer is simple: millennials live in a sharing
economy. The research on millennials
overwhelmingly
confirms
this
one
characteristic. We share. This can be seen through
technology – ridesharing and social media sharing.
It can also be seen in our values – saving the planet
and investing in brands that benefit society. And it
can be seen through personality characteristics –
collaborative and teamfocused. It’s as if we as
millennials are constantly looking to share ourselves,
our belongings, and our lives with the world.
Millennials are 2.5 times more likely than other
generations to be early adopters of technology. The
exponential growth of technology over the past

T
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twenty years has fueled developers to innovate with
our generation in mind. We are beginning to display
a sharing economy through so many different
aspects of technology that businesses have to meet
these new needs through innovation and changes in
business processes.
Think of Facebook. How many friends do you
have? I currently have 650, but a friend of mine has
upwards of 1,600! All social media platforms give
this idea of success solely based on the number of
friends, likes, and follows one has. This makes it
incredibly important for a millennial to share their
lives in order to entertain friends, show off, and
moreover get recognition for what they are doing.

Jessica Nick

Additionally, millennials have transformed
technology in more areas than social media. We can
look to the incredible success of ridesharing
company, Uber. In only six years, Uber has its app
available in over 60 countries with over 8.5 million
users. Nearly 50% of these users are millennials! In
fact, a large amount of millennials have little
intention of buying their own car! The overwhelming
need Uber has fulfilled has developed from the
millennial’s interest to make ridesharing more
common than personal cars. Finally, the recent surge
in music and video sharing adds to a millennial’s
sharing economy. Music apps such as Spotify,
Amazon, and Pandora make it possible for someone
to listen and share music easily. ITunes has become
an old person’s game. Additionally, Netflix, Hulu, and
Amazon have fulfilled a need to watch and share
movies and TV shows right from a mobile device. A
millennial’s desire to go to the movie theater, rent a
Blockbuster, or watch regular TV is decreasing each
day. Ultimately, millennials have shown more
interest in sharing these tech experiences and are
beginning to live more virtually than ever before.
Next, consider the values of millennials.
Millennials tend to be more valuedriven than
previous generations, although less religious overall.
This can be seen most clearly through the growth in
corporate responsibility. Businesses are finding
success in treating the planet well and employees
better. This aligns most directly with a firm’s
reputation. Through the global economy and
enabled advocacy, the world’s awareness for social
situations has become vital through technology.
When a company displays good deeds and good
programs to help others, their reputation improves.
However, when a company or employee of a
company is seen doing something hurting society, it
can spread quicker than ever before, seriously
hurting a firm’s reputation. Although corporate
responsibility costs money, there is success due to
the desire young consumers have to invest in
companies that stand for more than just a product.
Millennials make up 21% of consumer

discretionary purchases. This equates to about $1
trillion in direct buying power. This has a huge
influence over older generations in the markets right
now. Businesses are adapting to sell to our market,
and we are showing interest in those that are sharing
their profits to become better companies and make
the world better. This responsibility millennials have,
and businesses have as a result of millennials, stems
from the millennial’s desire to share.
Finally, think of the characteristics commonly
seen in millennials: collaboration and teamwork.
These stem from a constant need to share in order
to receive recognition. Millennials are constantly
connected with friends and what is going on in the
world. In the workplace or academia, millennials
work best in groups. It is becoming less common to
see a millennial do things alone such as going to bars,
grocery shopping, or even going to the gym. It is not
that a millennial cannot do these things alone; they
simply strive and do better in a group.
These characteristics are especially important
when working in a business. Millennials are the most
educated generation so far, and universities are
reinforcing collaborative skills to carry to the
workplace. It has been shown that working in a
group can give members the ability to work on more
complex problems than when alone, share diverse
perspectives,
delegate
responsibilities
more
efficiently, and be held more accountable. The need
to share with others thus becomes innovative and
effective when looking to take large tasks on.
Ultimately, the world has catered to millennials in
recent years developing this “sharing economy.” The
traits millennials commonly display has exposed new
possibilities for businesses today and in the future.
Yes, the millennial is troubling to some and
exhilarating for others; however, for millennials
n
ourselves, today is only the beginning.

Jessica Nick is a senior at Arizona State
University studying finance and data analytics
Find out more here
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Wednesday, March 2

Tuesday, March 22

Dave Stein Sales
Executive Series
The #1 Secret to a
One-Call Meeting

Dave Stein Sales
Executive Series
The Current State of Social
Selling: Hype Versus Reality

Joanne Black, Founder,
No More Cold Calling

Barbara Giamanco, Author,
Consultant, Thought Leader

Dave Stein, Author of
Beyond the Sales Process

Dave Stein, Author of Beyond
the Sales Process

Session Description
The #1 challenge salespeople face is getting to
their decision-makers quickly. Seasoned reps
recognize that getting a meeting before clients
know they have a need is even more critical.
Some people say it takes seven to 12 touches
to reach prospects. Is that how you want your
team spending their time?
Every sales leader and sales rep agrees that
generating referral leads is the most productive
outbound prospecting strategy. Yet, 95 percent
of companies haven't adopted a systematic,
disciplined, referral program with metrics, skills,
and accountability for results.

Session Description
Barbara Giamanco, one of the first evangelists
of leveraging social media in sales, wakes you
up to the reality of selling in today’s digitally
driven marketplace. Buyer behavior has
changed with CEB reporting that customers do
early stage research on products, people and
companies 57% of the time before engaging
sales. This shift in buyer behavior and
expectations heightens the need for salespeople
to implement a social selling strategy to achieve
measurable results. The problem is that many
sellers are using social selling tactics to shortcut the selling process leading to wasted time
and no solid ROI.

SMMConnect Complimentary Webinars
10AM Pacific / 1PM Eastern Approx 1 hr

For full details please visit HERE

2016 Top Sales
Academy
The 2016 Top Sales Academy program
launches on March 2nd and will run through
until May 4th. As in previous years, we will be
providing exceptional pre-recorded
presentations delivered by some of the world’s
top sales experts, to help you become the best
you can possibly be.
Please Register HERE
Here is the 2016 Faculty and program in detail …..

3 Pipeline Management Strategies Proven
to Grow Revenue
Presented by Jason Jordan
Sales Meets Social Media: Implementing a
Social Selling Strategy
Presented by Barb Giamanco
Sales Force Enablement: Key Trends
Presented by Tamara Schenk
What sellers can learn from the book ‘Our
Iceberg is Melting’
Presented by Christian Maurer
How to Sell “Value”
Dave Kurlan
Financial Sales Execution
Presented by Michael Nick

The Battle for Mindshare and Preference:
How Today’s Top Performers Win in a
Customer-Driven World
Presented by Dave Stein & Steve Andersen
Lead the Customer Experience for
Differentiation, Value Creation and Sales
Acceleration
Presented by Deb Calvert
Being a High Performing Sales
Organization Requires a Hard Reset on
Conventional
Presented by Tiffani Bova
Effective Training and Coaching Skills For
Sales Managers – How to elevate your
sales team from good to great
Presented by Colleen Stanley

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY

B2All
Today, the way people buy
multimillion dollar products
and services is no different
than how you and I buy a
pair of jeans.
t wasn’t always this way. Selling used to fall into
one of two groups: B2B (business to business)
and B2C (business to consumer). Each had its
own set of rules. Selling to business took place in a
factdriven, riskaverse environment. Selling to
consumers was a much more impulsive, emotionally
driven exercise. Today, B2C is having a major
influence on B2B. And vice versa.
It’s creating the democratization of the
marketplace. Everyone is equal in this new way of
selling, whether you’re a business or a consumer.

I

It’s A B2all World Now
Look at how this great levelling of the marketplace is
playing out today.
Convenience is king: It’s now much more
convenient to buy consumer goods than ever
before. This used to be the exclusive domain of B2B
sales. Today, you can buy a toothbrush on Amazon
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and have it shipped to your home with the same
ease a business enjoys when ordering stationary.
Access to information: Selling to businesses used
to be an insider’s club: you needed to know the right
people to get the inside scoop on a product’s
performance. Not any more. Consumers and
businesses alike today have unprecedented access
to information: and that’s well before they ever
make the decision to buy from you.
Scarcity of time: Corporate buyers and
consumers alike are time starved now. They don’t
have time for a “dog and pony show” sales process.
They expect a buying experience that respects their
right to make decisions on a schedule that suits
them: not your sales team. For some, that means
after hours, while travelling by plane, or on
weekends at home.
Showrooms never close: Shopping tools are
everywhere now and all business is a 24/7 job. Brick
and mortar showrooms are no longer where you
meet your customer for the first time. If you see
them there at all now, it’s now at final stage of the
selling process. And remember: no one is
researching products only from 9to5 anymore.
They visit your online showroom at hours
convenient to them, which is mostly afyter
traditional workshours and on weekends.

What B2all Means For You
Let’s look at how all this change means major
opportunities for you and your sales organization today.

Colleen Francis

Serve every platform or die: In a digital economy
where everyone connects to you with the device
of their choice, you cannot afford to have an online
platform that’s picky about whom it will serve. One
study found that on average, six out of ten users
are unlikely to return to a website that they had
trouble accessing on their phone. Think about what
happened the last time you looked up a new
restaurant on your phone, only to discover it
wouldn’t load because the site was running on
Flash or was only readable on a 27inch PC screen.
Odds are good you found somewhere else to go.
Don’t be that restaurant.
Build a seamless experience: Your customers
should never pay a penalty for switching between
devices—whether they’re at a desk, at the airport
or on the couch at home. Example: a client of mine
builds an educational product for math teachers.
They discovered that teachers would start their
product research on PCs at school and then pick up
at home where they left off but this time using
tablets and phones. By ensuring there were no
speed bumps in the buying experience caused by
platform switching, sales went up.
Treat product marketing as the new front line:
It used to be salespeople were the front line of
your buying process. Not anymore. Buyers today
expect to make decisions without a salesperson
involved. They know what they want before they
talk to you, and most often they’re right. This is
why it’s important to invest in wellcrafted product
marketing now. Much like how B2B used to work,
consumers today want you to provide compelling
“use cases.”
Think like a retail buyer: In a connected
marketplace, people talk. A lot. Everyone is an
expert buyer now. This is how B2C is influencing
B2B. Buyers are unswayed by testimonials from
strangers. But they do sit up and pay attention
when somebody they know tells others they like
what they see in a particular product or service.
Create a community of peers for your products
attended by industry leaders: it’s critical for those

wordofmouth recommendations.
Your brand is everything: Brand defines how
you want people to feel about using your product.
In a marketplace that never closes, you must
ensure that your brand continuously builds a
community that reflects the feelings and values
consistent with your business. You don’t have to
be the #1 manufacturer of anything, but you do
have to make your customers feel that their #1
buying experience is with you.
Better, faster screening: In this B2All world, it’s
vital you develop a deep understanding of your
target buyers. Just because a prospect wants your
product does not mean they’re the right fit. Selling
to the wrong buyer reduces your leverage in this
hyperconnected marketplace, eroding your brand
with poor reviews and limiting your ability to build
a community of peers. Screen carefully. Select
wisely.
Hire brand ambassadors: Recognizing how
much the marketplace has changed, you need
salespeople capable of changing the way they sell.
In a B2All world, every seller you hire today is a
brand ambassador: delivering a consistent buying
experience and communicating benefits that
resonate with this well informed, highly mobilized
customer base.

Getting To B2all
Brush up on this democratized marketplace. Get
reacquainted with your buyers. Learn how their
needs have changed. In a world where every buyer
is equal, it pays to know what your customers now
expect every time they do business with you. Get it
right and opportunities will open everywhere. Get
it wrong and you risk hurting your position in the
n
marketplace.

Colleen Francis is the Founder and President
Engage Selling Solutions. Find out more here
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The Closing Myth
I often ask senior executives what they think the biggest weakness is within
their sales team. A common answer is that their sales people need to get
better at closing.

ut here is the thing I've learned from three
decades in the trenches... the perceived
problem is rarely the real problem – inability
to close is usually a symptom of deeper issues. In
both complex enterprise selling and simple or
transactional selling (with one decisionmaker) there
is a universal truth that must be embraced if we are
to improve results – opening is far more important
than closing.
Opening is the most important phase of the sale
because the way we initiate the relationship
determines the likelihood of success. The two critical
issues in opening are 1) selecting the correct role to
engage within the customer organisation, and 2)
creating a conversation that provides value (through
insights) for them.

B

facetoface. Inbound leads often come from
recommenders and information gatherers who act
for others. These people are keen to obtain
information but can quickly become blockers who
seek to deny us access to the real decision making
powerbase. We must carefully select the right entry
point into every opportunity and by definition this
decisiondriver will often be difficult to reach.
If you are already engaged at the wrong level and
struggling to elevate your conversations in an
account, these questions that can earn the right to
go higher.
l “What is the business outcome this initiative has

to deliver at a business case level?”
l “What are the biggest risks in this project and

what is your strategy to manage those risks?”

Opening the corporate relationship with the
right person
A common mistake in selling is to engage with the
people who most easily agree to take a call or meet
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These questions also set the right agenda when
engaging a real decisionmaker because leaders care
about delivering results and managing risk. The
business case and change management issues

Tony J Hughes

always figure high in their thinking. But how do you
open a conversation when you are proactively
reaching out to a senior customer executive?

Setting the right agenda on value through
insight
No senior leader worth engaging is interested in us,
our company or our products, services and
‘solutions’. They instead care about their own
results, stakeholders and career. Although we are
wired to talk about ourselves, what we do and how
we do it; we must instead lead with why a
conversation should matter to the other person.
We can create conversations of insight and value
by truly understanding our best customers and the
disruptive market trends that are relevant to our
new potential clients. Selling strategically also means
engaging early and the most senior level possible,
setting an agenda that creates a positive bias toward
us while engineering the requirements and their
process in a way that makes it difficult for the
competition.
The best sellers are sponsored down into the
buyer’s organisation by the leader to then develop
inside knowledge and support where closing
becomes a natural next step of partnership rather
than a white knuckle adventure filled with misplaced
hope and reliance on luck.

The 3 prerequisites for closing
Asking for the customer’s business must be earned
and only attempted after the buyer has signalled
they are ready to take that next step. The seller
should never attempt to close until these three areas
are covered, or to use a baseball metaphor, don't run
for home plate until these three bases have been
covered:
1. Establish trust and rapport (by being authentic
and transparent).

2. Agree compelling business value (as defined by
them).
3. Understand their timing and priorities (and their
process for evaluation, selection and procurement if
in complex enterprise environments).
Many sales people make the mistake of pressuring
their potential client when the buyer isn't in a
position to commit to the purchase. Managers often
push their sales people to offer discounts on one
hand and threats of a price increase on the other if
the buyer fails the meet the seller’s deadline. I’ve
seen sales managers instruct sales people to go and
sit in the customer’s lobby for days until the
purchase order is secured... desperation is the worst
way to attempt a close.

The bottom line in closing
Difficulty in closing is almost always a symptom of
not managing the sale properly. Closing must be
earned and objections are usually evidence of the
fact that the seller has made mistakes by pushing
before trust and value has been established and
without the necessary understanding of the
customer’s timing, priorities and processes.
All managers need to know that they cannot
‘manage by results’ and must instead focus on
driving activities and actions while coaching strategy
and skills. Ask the right questions of your sales
people right at the beginning of the quarter and help
them identify and execute the right actions that
create progression of the sale. Firingup the blow
torch with just days to go for hitting sales targets,
after neglecting the inputs that create success, is a
surefire way to damage relationships, undermine
n
credibility and drivedown price and margin.

Tony J Hughes is a best selling author and
speaker in the field of sales leadership.
Find out more here
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THE Guide to a
Cost and Time
Effective Product
Launch
If your company is like most,
you probably spend tens of
thousands, or even hundreds of
thousands, of hours each year
defining, creating and
distributing the next new
product or product
enhancement. In this eBook, we
will walk you through clear and
tangible steps to make your
next launch is a true success.
Much of the success or failure of a
product or service comes down to
how it is launched. This eBook
outlines 3 very important steps to
ensure your product launch or
enhancement won’t drain your
time or resources: PLAN,
COMMUNICATE, MEASURE.

Download this FREE eBook today to learn how to take
these 3 simple steps to success

Cracking the Sales Management Code
Part 1 of 4
In this series of articles, we
will introduce the research
findings from the bestselling book Cracking the
Sales Management Code, by
Jason Jordan and Michelle Vazzana. These
foundational insights have transformed
sales management thinking within global
companies like GE, 3M, Tyco, and many
others.
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n this first installment, we highlight the often
ignored truth that you can only get what you
want tomorrow by focusing on what you do
today.

I

A Sea of Data
Over the past three decades, CRM has vastly
improved the measurement and reporting
capabilities of the sales function. Today, every sales
force has a CRM tool of some variety, and dozens of
management reports are only a mouse click away.
However, we observe that this increased access to

Jason Jordan

data has not been accompanied by a corresponding
increase in control over sales performance. Despite
all the data at our fingertips, we still lack useful
management insights.
Why is it that more sales data has not necessarily
resulted in more potent sales management?
We believe it’s because much of the data being
collected today is not very useful in actually
managing salespeople to higher performance. We
are awash in numbers, but executives lack a
framework they can use to consistently pinpoint
problems and proactively manage change. If sales
leaders had an interconnected system of meaningful
performance metrics like their finance or operations
peers, they could enjoy the same level of control and
manageability as these other business functions.
To understand the current state of affairs, we
examined 306 sales metrics provided by dozens of
global sales forces in a survey conducted along with
the Sales Education Foundation. This research into
the key performance indicators that leading
companies use to manage their sales forces was
highly insightful, and it revealed a straightforward
framework that all executives can use to better
manage their selling effort.

Can You Manage that Metric?
When we first examined the 306 sales metrics, we
discovered that each sales force had organized its
data in very different ways. Though there were
many metrics in common across the companies
(Percent of Reps Attaining Quota, Percent CrossSelling
of Products, Dollars Spent on Training, etc.), there was
little commonality in the way the measurements
were organized.
For instance, one company had sorted its metrics
into Internal and External measurements, but it had
revenue metrics in both groups. Another had
organized them into buckets of Revenue, Costs, and
Salesperson measures, though the Salesperson
metrics included both Revenue Per Sales Rep and Cost
Per Sales Rep – both of which could clearly also

belong in the other buckets, Revenue and Costs. In
the end, the metrics were organized (or not) in as
many different ways as there were respondents to
the survey. Yet, none of the methods was
particularly useful for our purpose: To understand
how executives can use key metrics to better
manage their sales forces.
Frustrated by the lack of structure the survey had
provided, we decided to put all 306 metrics into a
pile and attempt to organize them ourselves. After
experimenting with several criteria to establish our
new groupings, we ultimately decided on a single
question to serve as our guideline:
How ‘manageable’ is this metric?
That is, how much control does a sales manager
have to directly alter the specific metric? An example
of a ‘manageable metric’ is the Number of Accounts
Per Rep. This metric is highly manageable, since a
sales manager can easily reassign their sales reps’
accounts to increase or decrease the ratio. An
example of an ‘unmanageable metric’ is Revenue Per
Rep. No sales manager can simply command a
salesperson to obtain more revenue (though many
have tried). There are many factors that affect a
salesperson’s revenue production, so it therefore
cannot be directly managed by a sales leader.
Using this one criterion as the basis for our
undertaking, we soon discovered three distinct
levels of ‘manageability’ into which all of the sales
metrics fell.

Directly Manageable Metrics:
SALES ACTIVITIES
All of the metrics that we deemed directly
‘manageable’ were related to salesperson or sales
manager activities. These activities can be managed
through unilateral decisions of a sales manager.
For example, sales managers can direct their
salespeople to complete account plans for their
major customers. Or they can select the types of
training they provide to their reps, or the number of
hours that they spend on coaching. These types of
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decisions provide the only sales force metrics that
can truly be managed with any level of certainty and
control, because they are the immediate results of
actionable decisions by a salesperson or manager.
Sample Sales Activity Metrics:
l
l
l
l

Percent of Sales Calls Made
Percent of Account Plans Completed
Number of Hours Coaching per Rep
Percent of Reps Using CRM

Sales Activity metrics have a very high value in
managing a sales force, because they are highly
controllable. For frontline sales managers, these
should be the primary pieces of feedback about the
ongoing performance of their salespeople. In fact,
we believe these are the best leading indicators of
sales performance – that the proper selling activities
are being executed properly. In other words, if you
are doing the right things today, success will surely
follow tomorrow.

Indirectly Manageable Metrics:
SALES OBJECTIVES
Unlike Sales Activities, most of the metrics we
observed could not be directly managed. In fact, we
found that the largest group of numbers was
focused on measuring the achievement of specific
selling goals or objectives. We therefore called these
metrics Sales Objectives. These are not unilateral
decisions that can be directed by a manager – they
require some level of consent by customers or
employees. These can be influenced only indirectly
by managing the preceding activities that lead to
success with the stated objectives.
For example, a sales manager cannot direct a
customer to hand over a higher ShareofWallet (a
Sales Objective), because the customer must agree
to buy additional products from her sales force. But
she can direct her salespeople to do better account
planning (a Sales Activity) which should ultimately
affect the ShareofWallet the company receives
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from its customers.
Another example of a Sales Objective would be
to increase New Customer Acquisition. Again, this is
not a directly manageable metric, because a sales
manager cannot command a prospect to become a
customer. But he can increase the volume of
prospecting calls that his salespeople make – a Sales
Activity that should lead to winning more new
customers.
Sample Sales Objective Metrics:
l
l
l
l

Percent Customer Retention
Percent Deal Win Rate
Number of Newly Acquired Customers
Percent New vs. Existing Products Sold

Sales Objective metrics have a high value in
diagnosing problems and planning future activities.
They help you to measure what you’ve achieved,
determine what you want to accomplish, and decide
how you need to change your activities to make the
new objectives happen. Sales Objectives serve as
the goal posts toward which you point your sales
force. You achieve these objectives by doing the
right preceding activities.

Unmanageable Metrics:
BUSINESS RESULTS
The final category of metrics we observed was
called Business Results. These measurements
include highlevel outcomes that the entire
enterprise strives to achieve, such as revenue,
profitability, or market share. Contrary to general
belief, Business Results have no direct relationship to
salesperson activities and disappointingly cannot be
managed. They can only be indirectly influenced by
achieving certain intermediary Sales Objectives that
will in turn lead to the desired Business Result.
For example, a sales manager cannot in any way
directly affect Revenue Growth (a Business Result),
because there are many preceding things that affect
that ultimate outcome. But an increase in customer

Jason Jordan

New Customer Acquisition (a Sales Objective) should
lead to an overall increase in Revenue Growth.
Therefore, Business Results can only be achieved
when precursor Sales Objectives have been reached
by executing the proper Sales Activities.
Sample Business Result Metrics:

things you are measuring (83% in our study) are
completely uncontrollable through the direct actions
of your sales force. You want revenue to grow, but
you cannot expect to manage it. To exercise control
over your desired sales performance outcomes, you
have to focus first on the Sales Activities that will
drive you toward your desired Sales Objectives. And
l Percent Revenue Attainment
if that quest goes well, then you will
l Percent Market Share
achieve success in the form of better
l Dollar Profitability
revenue, profitability, and market
In
fact,
it
is
l Percent Customer Satisfaction
share numbers.
But if you focus first (or even
likely that the vast
Business Result metrics have a high
exclusively) on the Business Results
majority of the
value in reporting. These enterprise
you want, you’ll be wasting your time
level
measurements
must
be
on a wish that very well might never
things you are
monitored (and they are) with great
come true. Sure you can stare at your
measuring
(83%
in
attention, though their only active
revenue target and keep your fingers
role in management is in measuring
crossed, but it would be a much more
our study) are
success and determining which Sales
productive use of your fingers to point
completely
Objectives need to be pursued. We
your sales force in the right direction.
repeat: Revenue is a Business Result
And that comes from knowing the
uncontrollable
that cannot be managed. So it’s best
Sales Activities and Sales Objectives
through
the
direct
to stop trying.
that will get you where you want to be.
If after reading this you feel some
actions of your
The Lesson for Sales Leaders
remorse for the years you’ve spent
sales force. You obsessing over uncontrollable
Interestingly (but not surprisingly), we
want revenue to outcomes, rest assured that you’re in
discovered that sales forces are
good company. Most sales forces we
grow, but you
obsessed with the things that they
worked with share your obsession
want – not necessarily the things that
cannot expect to with the outcomes you desire, rather
they actually do. The organizations in
than the activities that will actually
manage it.
our study collected a fairly mix of
produce
your
desired
results.
metrics across the three levels that
Fortunately, our research revealed
looked like this:
that there is a better place to obsess. Spend your time
worrying about the things your sales force is doing
l Business Results – 28%
today. And then a bright tomorrow will come.
l Sales Objectives – 55%
In the next installment of this series, we will reveal the
l Sales Activities – 17%
5 distinct Sales Processes that we discovered in our
research, along with the metrics that are critical for
n
The lesson in this data is clear. If you are like most
managing each.
sales leaders: You are focusing your attention on things
Jason Jordan is a Partner at Vantage Point
that you cannot manage.
Performance. Find out more here
In fact, it is likely that the vast majority of the
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The Qualification of Prospects –
What is Really Happening Out There?
This month we saw a significant increase in the number of articles written
about ineffective sales qualification and ineffective sales management
coaching. It is the latter’s failure to assure that the former is doing what
they are supposed to be doing.

veryone knows what qualifying is, but there
are five inherent issues:

E

1. Not everyone believes they need to thoroughly
qualify
2. Not everyone is comfortable with each qualifier
3. Not everyone is capable of seamlessly
embedding qualification into a conversation
4. Not everyone cares about becoming more
effective
5. Most sales managers aren’t any better at this
than their ineffective salespeople
The first and second Issues are intertwined because
the discomfort felt by many salespeople forms the
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beliefs which cause their actions and inactions.
That’s very simple to understand but can be very
difficult to repair.
We have issue number three because most
salespeople find that the most challenging part of
selling is translating a series of sales process
milestones into a fluent, mutually productive, two
way conversation. The reason this is so challenging
is that most salespeople are not very effective, not
very comfortable (there is that discomfort again) and
not very aware of how to use advanced listening and
questioning skills. Take note and let there be no
doubt about it. If you can’t lead an unscripted, two
way conversation based on listening and asking
questions, you won’t be able to get your prospects
engaged. Not only that, you won’t be very good at

Dave Kurlan

uncovering your prospects’ compelling reasons to
buy from you, or at the all important act of
differentiating yourself from everyone else who is
calling on your prospects. Finally, it will be
impossible to sell value because value selling
depends on this!
Let’s talk about issue number four. You are
reading this article and that is good. But does that
mean you care about being more effective? Or are
you selectively looking for something that resonates
with what you already know and do? By being
selective does that make you smarter and more
efficient? Or does it make you dumber and more

resistant to change? Will you only incorporate that
with which you are comfortable? Comfort with a
strategy, tactic, process, methodology or approach
is not a prerequisite for action or effectiveness.
Finally in issue five we have Sales Managers and
their inability to recognize, call attention to, correct
and hold salespeople accountable for qualifying
effectively. Sales Managers must be able to do this
well, consistently, frequently and cause change and
improvement to occur. Just one coaching
conversation should make a lack of qualifying
obvious. And in that same coaching conversation, a
Sales Manager should be able to fix it. Why isn’t that
happening?
Well, who is holding the Sales Managers
accountable?
There is trouble in today’s sales organizations and
there are plenty of fingers to point and plenty of
people to blame. It will take a team effort to step it
up, take responsibility, fill the skill gaps up and down
the sales organization, and improve performance.
n
Are you up doing your part?

Dave Kurlan is the Founder & CEO of
Objective Management Group Inc. Visit here

THE ORIGINAL SALES ASSESSMENT COMPANY
OMG continues to pioneer the Sales Assessment Industry by providing crucial insights to maximize
sales performance in companies of all sizes and from all industries.
They are the original sales assessment company, the one everyone else tries to copy. OMG's assessments were
developed by Dave Kurlan and are used by more than 11,000 companies and on 750,000 salespeople. Why do
the top sales development experts in the world choose to use their assessments for their valued clients? OMG
goes wider and deeper than anyone else and all of their findings are sales specific, not adapted for sales.

Tour of a Sales Force Evaluation
Visit Site here
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The 10 Rules
of Good Slide Deck Design
A good slide deck is often the price of entry for serious consideration by
today’s buyers. Shabby slide decks reflect poorly on you, your company and
your solution.
owever many salespeople don’t have the
time or expertise to create a work of art.
Fortunately, you don’t need to be an art
major to create a good deck if you follow some
simple best practices with these design rules:

H

1. Adapt to your environment
Where and how your presentation will be viewed is
important to the design. If you’re using your
prospect’s projector, weak lighting combined with a
bright room can make your images and text fuzzy
and hard to read. Use more contrast between colors
and shapes as well as a larger type size to combat
this. Check the slide aspect. While most new
projectors are 16:9, there are still plenty older ones
out there using 4:3. Find out earlier and adjust your
slides accordingly. Better yet, bring your own
portable projector and you won’t have to worry.
If you’re using your laptop or tablet or doing a
web presentation, a smaller screen will multiply the
impact of any movement and it can be distracting.
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For this environment, be sure to limit your
animations to simple builds or wipes to avoid making
your audience dizzy.
2. Have a hierarchy
Think of your slide as an advertisement. Most
advertisements are broken into three parts:
Headline, subhead, and details. Give more weight
through size, color, movement, or space to the more
important elements on your slide to ensure that your
audience quickly gets the main point. Let the size or
color guide the eye toward the most important
elements, not compete with each other.
3. Incorporate white space
Keep your slides simple so they are a quick read, this
means include enough white space to help your
audience focus. Your prospect should be able to
follow what you’re saying and take in your visuals at
the same time. If the slide has too much information,
your prospect will tune you out until he has finished

Julie Hansen

processing the point of the slide, so leave off the big
logos, added boxes, or cutesy graphics. The more
white space you create — the stronger the visual
impact.
4. Use contrast
You want your prospect to be able to quickly grasp
the intent of each slide. If everything blurs together,
your prospect won’t know what to focus on. To
make certain elements stand out, make the contrast
between them more distinct through the use of
placement, space, color, or size.
5. Be consistent
Too many different sizes, fonts, colors, alignments,
or transitions can make your presentation look like
Frankenstein’s monster. Keep design elements
consistent within your presentation from slide to
slide. A good template can help you accomplish that.
6. Create alignment
A wellaligned slide is easy to read and won’t distract
any OCD members in your audience. An easy way to
achieve alignment is to use the grid feature in
PowerPoint to help you lay out different elements
and keep them looking neat and organized. Align
text from left or right as opposed to centering it,
which is more difficult to read.
7. Group like items
Art displays often group like items in threes to form
a whole. Think about grouping similar elements in
your presentation together to create a unified
message as opposed to multiple messages. For
example, grouping together several images of your
product being used can create a message about
overall usefulness as opposed to focusing on
individual features.
8. Foster readability
You’re frugal with your words to make the strongest
statement, but if people can’t read your text in the
back of the room or it’s too fancy to decipher, you’ve

missed the point. Here are some tips to ensure
readability:
l Always use at least an 18point font on your

l
l
l
l

slides so that your prospect doesn’t have to
struggle read it.
Use a sans serif font like Arial, Helvetica, or
Calibri for body text.
Save decorator fonts for slide headers.
Use dark text on a light background. Black slides
are cool, but they’re difficult to read.
Limit your use of ALL CAPS, which feels much
like watching a used car commercial. Let your
intention and delivery provide the emphasis.

9. Balance text
If at first glance, your slide looks like a page from the
dictionary, your prospect will be quick to bail out
when trying to read it. In most cases, don’t exceed
eight lines of text per slide and keep it balanced on
the slide to make it easy to read. Keep your
sentences from looking too choppy or too verbose
by sticking to six words or less per line with 30 to 40
characters (including spaces) per line.
10. Give bullets a rest
l You can easily...
l fall into the bullet point trap...
l – slide after slide of bullet points and...
l subbullet points.
l Overusing bullets is boring for your audience and
discourages interaction. Consider whether you
need to use bullet points at all — or if a graphic
may be a better choice. If you do use bullet
points, make sure each one supports your key
message. This forces you to weed through your
bullet points to find the one thing that you
absolutely have to share with your clients. If you
have ten one things, then you need ten slides. n

You can find out more about Julie Hansen
by visiting here
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Are You Thinking
Like A Salesperson Or A CEO?
Salespeople often fail to connect with and sell to the executive buyer
because they don’t think like a CEO. Leaders buy from leaders and if you
aren’t exhibiting the CEO behaviors and leadership thinking, the C-suite
buyer will quickly dismiss you. Why would an executive want to engage
with a salesperson that doesn’t understand the demands of running a
division or organization?
sk yourself the following questions to see if
you think and act like a salesperson or a CEO.

A

1. Are you the first in or last out? What time do
you get to the office or start your day? If you are
standing in line to order a latte at 8:00 am, you can
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bet your CEO thinking sales competitor has
completed 20 calls by the time you’ve had your first
sip! Great salespeople know the best time to reach
the “C” suite is early in the morning or after 5:00 pm
because the gatekeeper isn’t in and everyone else
has gone home.
CEO’s know that hope is not a strategy. They

Colleen Stanley

have too many families counting on them for a
willing to get better but only if someone else foots
paycheck. Top salespeople have the same attitude.
the bill.”
When they aren’t hitting their revenue numbers,
they do what it takes to get the job done. They think
3. Accountable and transparent. Successful CEO’s
like a CEO.
know they are responsible for putting food on the
One of my early sales managers always stressed
table for their employees. They take this
the power of making one more call,
responsibility seriously and are
one more stop, one more contact. It
comfortable being accountable to
was always amazing to see how many
their organization for actions and
times one more attempt paid off in
decisions.
Alvin
Toffler
setting an appointment or finalizing a
The nonCEO salesperson doesn’t
deal. Hmm...maybe it was because all
says it best. “The share this type of accountability. They
the other salespeople were already
push back on sales metrics, submit
illiterate
of
the
home.
incomplete data in the CRM system
A salesperson lacking a CEO
and barely show up at sales meetings.
future are not
attitude is hitting the door by 4 pm
Imagine if other departments in the
those
who
cannot
even if they aren’t hitting quota.
company were allowed to operate
They’re not too concerned that
read or write but this way.
someone on the team will need to pick
those who cannot l The accounting department
up the pace to make up for the quota
wouldn’t produce month end reports
they committed to achieve at the
learn,
unlearn,
and
because they are busy. (Don’t worry…
beginning of the year.
re-learn.” May I
we will get you your check sometime
this month.)
2. They get smarter every day. The
be
blunt?
No
most effective CEO’s are enrolled at
CLU: Continuous Learning University.
prospect wants to l The customer service team
doesn’t log in customer conversations
Their goal is never to join the club of, ‘I
meet
with
a
dumb
because of the high volume of
know it all.” Salespeople that think like
incoming calls. (What do you want me
CEO’s understand that to truly be a
salesperson.
to do? Take care of the customer or
trusted advisor you need to always be
do data entry?)
gaining new knowledge. Otherwise,
you have no new insights to share
Lack of accountability leads to lower standards and
with clients and prospects.
mistrust. The salesperson that thinks like a CEO
Alvin Toffler says it best. “The illiterate of the
knows there are parts of every job that aren’t
future are not those who cannot read or write but those
enjoyable. She also knows that what gets measured
who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn.” May I be
improves and keeping client information current is
blunt? No prospect wants to meet with a dumb
part of her sales responsibility.
salesperson.
Think like a CEO. If you want to sell effectively to
Successful salespeople don’t wait for someone to
n
leaders, its best to act like one!
provide education, mentoring or advice. They take
charge of their learning and growth. You don’t hear
Colleen Stanley is president of
them saying, “Well, I’m interested but only if my
SalesLeadership. Find out more here
company pays for the training.” Translation: “I’m
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Featured Solution of the Month
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Top Sales Article & Blog Post

This Month’s Top Sales Article
5 Timely Sales Lessons from Hilary Clinton
and Bernie Sanders by Deb Calvert

T

his post is about selling. It is not about politics. It
is not a candidate endorsement. Rather, this
post uses the behaviors of two political candidates
and voters’ perceptions about them as an example
for sales professionals. Please refrain from posting
comments that are political in nature.
Compared to your competitors, you are the most
experienced, most knowledgeable and most
polished sales professional. Your company has the
strongest and bestknown brand. Additionally, your
product costs less than the ones offered by your
competitors.
For you, sales should be a slam dunk.

Why is it, then, that your buyers are flocking to a
competitor? Why are so many prospects (and even
some of your loyal, longterm customers!) choosing
a higherpriced, untested and unproven product
with little brand recognition?
To understand this inexplicable sales scenario –
one that occurs more often than we’d like to admit –
take a look at the contest between Hillary Clinton
and Bernie Sanders.
By any standard, Hillary has significantly more
experience. She is more polished in the way she
speaks, dresses and carries herself. She is packaged
and marketed like any premium brand.
Read More

This Month’s Top Sales Blog Post
Re: Salespeople Who Want More Respect and Buyers
Who Need To Give It by Bernadette McClelland

B

ill Gates shared with us the fact that ‘we all need
feedback. That’s how we improve’.
So imagine the impact on the global economy if
prospects or professional buyers gave appropriate
feedback to salespeople who called them up, instead
of ignoring them, disappearing into a black hole on
them, stonewalling them, lowballing them and even
lying to them.
Everyone has an opinion about salespeople,
especially salespeople, and it’s no wonder.
If we consider a typical pipeline or sales process –
any inbound lead, referral, cold call or connection on
social media will generally provide a new
conversation to be had. The salesperson, with KPI’s

around appointments, does what is expected of
them and reaches out. More than likely there is no
rapport or relationship with the person to whom
they are actually reaching out towards.
They have seconds to make that connection and to
be successful.
But what is going against them? What is going to
sabotage that potential connection? What is going
to stop them from getting their foot to first base?
Well, usually we say it is the salesperson’s own
fears, uncertainty and self doubt. And that is true.
Couple that with their confusion around what to say,
what not to say, when to say it and how long to
Read More
focus on saying it, and it is no...
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Our 2016 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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